Nuxeo & Ephesoft
Intelligent Content Capture

For many organizations, content capture is the first step in any successful content services project.

Combining the AI-driven capture capabilities of Ephesoft with the visionary Nuxeo content services platform provides the perfect foundation for process automation, content management, and compliance solutions in your industry.

1 Enterprise Content Capture
Whether automating mortgage applications, managing complex cases, or accelerating invoice payments, enterprise-scale capture is a core component to help organizations put information to work and do business faster.

2 From Content to Process
The Ephesoft Intelligent Content Capture engine integrates directly into the Nuxeo Platform, automatically providing metadata rich content directly to business workflows, reducing the manual steps needed to go from unstructured content to actionable insight.

3 Intelligent Insight On Any Device
From mobile enabled capture, to the analysis of content stored in legacy applications, move beyond simple content capture to intelligently interpret and classify that content and automatically transform it from a static piece of content into a data-rich asset.

The Power is the Platform
By combining the power of Nuxeo and Ephesoft your organization has access to best-of-breed capture, classification, OCR and microservice-enabled functionality housed in the massively scalable, visionary Nuxeo Platform.

- Need to OCR a document?
- Extract specific data?
- Classify on-the-fly?

Our Intelligent Content Capture solution provides end-users and developers alike with a host of advanced document-based capture services.

Core Features

Hot Folders
Network folders now become an automated pathway to Nuxeo.

CMIS Integration
Interrogate files from other legacy content systems.

Email Attachments
Email attachments and contents can be automatically processed.

Mobile Capture
Capture content directly from mobile devices to feed ongoing workflows.

API Access
Our open architecture allows you to interface with APIs to create custom document ingestion methods.
Intelligent Content Capture enables your organization to control and optimize the flow of information into your business.

Using supervised machine learning tools for classification and extraction, content will transform from unstructured data into actionable insight faster than ever before.

Scan to Nuxeo
Intelligent Content Capture provides a browser-based TWAIN scanning interface, allowing you to scan your paper documents into Nuxeo. Using hot folder capability, you can also scan from your MFPs/copiers, providing a seamless solution.

Document Onramp for Nuxeo
Intelligent Content Capture provides automated routing of documents from just a wide range of sources to your Nuxeo repository. Import from folders, content management, email accounts, mobile devices, copiers, scanners and more.

Classify and Extract Data
Using supervised machine learning and analytics, you can automatically classify documents and extract data. This data can then be mapped to Nuxeo metadata fields and used to auto-tag any type of content.

OCR for Nuxeo
Using our Optical Character Recognition (OCR) engine for Nuxeo, you can convert scanned images to searchable PDFs quickly and accurately. Whether you want full text search capabilities, or specific granular data, we provide a flexible technical platform for OCR.

Open APIs & Web Services
Want to classify, convert or extract through code? Intelligent Content Capture’s web services and Open APIs provide a powerful document automation and OCR platform. Macro and micro services are available for all types of document-centric tasks.

Experience the power of Intelligent Content Capture today.

Request a personalized product demonstration at nuxeo.com